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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on investigations of using two techniques for language model text data augmentation for lowresourced automatic speech recognition and keyword search.
Low-resourced languages are characterized by limited training materials, which typically results in high out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) rates and poor language model estimates. One technique makes use of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) using
word or subword units. Word-based RNNs keep the same
system vocabulary, so they cannot reduce the OOV, whereas
subword units can reduce the OOV but generate many false
combinations. A complementary technique is based on automatic machine translation, which requires parallel texts and
is able to add words to the vocabulary. These methods were
accessed on 10 languages in the context of the Babel program
and NIST OpenKWS evaluation. Although improvements
vary across languages with both methods, small gains were
generally observed in terms of word error rate reduction and
improved keyword search performance.
Index Terms— multilingual, low resourced languages,
speech recognition, keyword search
1. INTRODUCTION
Language models (LMs), trained on large corpora are useful
for many speech recognition tasks. However, large quantity of in-domain text data are not always readily available,
especially for relatively low-resourced languages. Standard
back-off n-gram LMs predict the following word based on
the previous n-1 words, e.g., n = 3. Words are represented
in a discrete space, i.e., the vocabulary. For languages with
sparse training data, n-grams have poor generalization to lowfrequency and unseen words. This problem becomes more
severe when the vocabulary size increases. A weak LM,
with limited size of the training vocabulary and high OOV
rate, lead to poor speech-to-text (STT) and keyword spotting
(KWS) performances.
In contrast to n-grams, LMs with continuous word representations using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have

become increasingly popular [1] [2]. RNNs capture syntactic
and semantic regularities in the text data of a language [1].
Moreover, with advances in training algorithms and Graphics Processing Units, it becomes much easier to train RNNs
and to generate artificial text [3]. Unlike n-grams, RNNLMs
assign nonzero probability to OOV words. Efforts aiming at
the OOV problem include augmenting the word-level LMs
with LMs based on subword, character, and other linguistic
units [4]. Character-level RNNLMs are able to generate text
data that resembles the training data. They can also introduce new words, some of which are legitimate, e.g., proper
nouns [3]. Subword LMs share the advantages of word- and
character-level models [5]. They can generalize to previously
unseen word forms by recognizing them as sequences of
shorter familiar word fragments.
With the growing availability of bilingual document with
aligned texts, it also becomes plausible to use a resourcerich language to improve the LM in a resource-deficient
language [6] [7]. Previously, we applied machine translation (MT) method to translate Mandarin transcripts to Cantonese [8], and English to Lithuanian [9] . A similar method
is by Kim and Khudanpur (2004), who used latent semantic
analysis (LSA) for cross-lingual language modelling [10].
Both methods require bilingual text resources, except that
LSA uses document-aligned texts where we use sentence
aligned texts. So the system performances are subject to the
quantity and quality of these external resources.
In this paper, we use RNNLMs and MT models to generate text data on 10 IARPA Babel low-resourced languages.
The generated text data are used to interpolate with the baseline LM and to expand the lexicon. Interpolation is done with
weights for LMs that minimize the perplexity on development
data. We test the quality of the newly augmented LMs in STT
and KWS tasks in the context of the Babel program and NIST
OpenKWS evaluation. The new LM reduces the perplexity by
about 10% relative across the 10 languages. The performance
gain is different on each language. Small gains are generally
observed in terms of word error rate reduction and improved
keyword search performance.

2. DATA GENERATION WITH RNNLMS AND MT
We normalize the word-based train transcript with the following rules for all languages:
• remove special tags (e.g., ‘<int>’, ‘<ring>’)
• split spelled words (e.g., ‘w1 w2’ to ‘w1 w2’)
• replace word fragments by a unique tag (e.g., ‘-w’, and
‘w-’ to ‘{frg}’)
• process compounded words (e.g., ‘w1-w2’)
– if words ‘w1’ and ‘w2’ are already in the word
list, keep ‘w1-w2’
– if one or the both are missing, then keep twice,
once as ‘w1-w2’ and once as ‘w1 w2’
The normalized transcripts are used to prepare subword,
character, and morph based transcripts to train RNNLMs.
For all languages, except Cantonese, the subword-based train
transcripts are decomposed by n-gram counts with maximum
subword length ranging from 3 to 7-characters. They are they
used to train RNNLM models to generate the subword-based
text data. Afterwards we recompose the generated subword
transcripts back into words to build LMs. The vocabularies
are automatically discovered on the subword units, and the
pronunciations are added to the lexicon. Other approaches to
find pronunciations for low resource languages are in [11].
For Cantonese, we use CJK characters, unicode block:
[\u4e00-\ufaff], as the subword unit to train RNNLM, as
the words are usually 2 to 5 characters long. We also segment Cantonese words into morpheme-like units using Morfessor [12]. Sub-strings occurring frequently enough in several different word forms are proposed as morphs, and the
words in the corpus are then represented as a concatenation
of morphs. We use an existing Jyutping dictionary to look
up the pronunciations of the unknown words, Python CJKLIB1 . If words are not found, the pronunciations are denoted
as ‘&&’ in the lexicon.
We randomly shuffle and split the train transcripts into 5
non-overlapping subsets. For each split, we train a RNNLM
using 4 sets and the 5th set for validation. In this way, the
RNNLMs cover all the vocabulary in the train transcripts.
For all languages, each word-based RNNLM generates about
20M tokens, and each subword-based RNNLM generates
50M tokens. Cantonese character-based RNNLM generates
100M tokens in total. The generated transcripts are used to
train LMs, which are then interpolated with the baseline LMs
for each Babel language.
We have previously used the BUT RNNLM toolkit to generate the text data2 . Training takes about 24 to 48 hours, and
the trained model generates about 0.7M tokens per hour, averaged across all the languages in our experiments. In this paper, we use an alternative implementation that speed up RNN
training and text data generation3 . On average, training takes
1 https://code.google.com/archive/p/cjklib/

about 2 to 12 hours, and the trained model generates about 3M
tokens per hour. The size of the RNN hidden layer is 512, and
the learning rate is 0.01. The implementation supports truncated back propagation through time (bptt). Gradients from
hidden to input are back propagated on each time step. Gradients from hidden to previous hidden are propagated for 6
steps within each bppt-period block.
For MT based text data generation, we use the Moses default training scheme [13], and apply to 3 language pairs:
Mandarin to Cantonese, English to Lithuanian, and English
to Georgian. Mandarin to Cantonese MT system is trained
on a parallel corpus collected by [14]. The MT model translates Mandarin conversational telephone speech (CTS) text
data into Cantonese. Since Mandarin and Cantonese share the
same writing, simplified Chinese in this experiment, the Mandarin CTS transcripts are also added to LM training material.
English to Lithuanian/Georgian MT systems are trained on
the OPUS corpus with parallel subtitles [15]. The MT models translate English Fisher text data into the target languages.
The translated texts are then added to LM training material.
3. STT AND KWS SYSTEMS
The experiments are conducted in the context of the Babel program and NIST OpenKWS evaluation, including
10 IARPA-Babel languages: Cantonese (IARPA-babel101bv0.4c), Lithuanian (IARPA-babel304b-v1.0b), Igbo (IARPAbabel306b-v1.0b), Pashto (IARPA-babel104b-v0.4aY), Javanese
(IARPA-babel402b-v1.0b), Mongolian (IARPA-babel401b-v2.0b),
Guarani (IARPA-babel305b-v1.0b), Amharic (IARPA-babel307bv1.0b), Dholuo (IARPA-babel403b-v1.0b), and Georgian (IARPAbabel404b-v1.0a).
All STT systems use BUT 28L features [16]4 , except Cantonese. Cantonese STT system uses two bottle-neck MLPs,
combining PLP and pitch features on one side, and TRAPDCT features on the other side [17–19]. This results in a set
of 88 features which are then transformed using a speakerbased CMLLR transform estimated with a GMM-HMM.
For all systems, the acoustic models are sets of tied-state,
word-position dependent triphones. The baseline LMs are the
standard Kneser-Ney back-off 3-gram models. Word lattices
from STT system are converted to consensus network (CN)
for KWS [20]. The search on CN ignores word boundaries,
which handles a portion of the OOVs even on a baseline system. In this work, the raw scores are first normalized with
a linear fit model, after which keyword-specific thresholding
and exponential normalization is applied [21]. This is to balance between true positives and false alarms. The official development keyword list is used to evaluate the KWS performance.
The STT performance is measured with word error rate
(WER) on all languages, except Cantonese, which uses char-

2 http://rnnlm.org/
3 https://github.com/yandex/faster-rnnlm
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train trs
s1: trs+rnn-w
s2: trs+rnn-m
s3: trs+rnn-c
s4: trs+rnn-(c,m,w)
s5: trs+mt
comb. a: s1⊕s2⊕s3
comb. b: s1⊕s2⊕s3⊕s4
comb. c: s1⊕s2⊕s3⊕s5

CER
40.7
40.4
40.6
40.3
40.3
40.4
40.2
40.1
40.1

ATWV (all / iv-iv / oov-iv / oov-oov)
0.490 / 0.534 / - / 0.192
0.495 / 0.539 / - / 0.199
0.489 / 0.533 / - / 0.195
0.497 / 0.541 / 0.321 / 0.197
0.498 / 0.541 / 0.329 / 0.204
0.502 / 0.534 / 0.403 / 0.232
0.504 / 0.544 / 0.250 / 0.237
0.505 / 0.544 / 0.259 / 0.239
0.519 / 0.548 / 0.479 / 0.288

ppx
135
106
113
110
108
122
-

oov(%)
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.1
1.7
-

vocab
18.3K
18.3K
18.3K
112.2K
113.7K
37.9K
-

Table 1. Cantonese STT and KWS performance on LMs with RNNLM and MT generated text data. rnn-w/m/c: RNNLM generated transcripts using the word/morph/character unit; mt: MT generated transcripts from Mandarin CTS, Mandarin transcripts
are also used in LM interpolation; ppx: LM perplexity on the development data; iv: in-vocabulary word; oov: out-of-vocabulary
word; vocab: the number of unique words in the 3-gram LM.
acter error rate (CER). KWS performance is measured with
actual term-weighted value (ATWV)5 . ATWV for the keyword k at the specific threshold t is defined as
AT W V (k, t) = 1 − PF R (k, t) − C · PF A (k, t)

(1)

where C = 999.9 is a constant, PF R and PF A are the probabilities of missing and false accept, respectively.
4. RESULTS ON CANTONESE STT AND KWS
Table 1 summarizes our most recent results on Cantonese
STT and KWS systems using the RNNLM and MT generated
text data in LMs. We observe improvements on both OOV
and in-vocabulary (IV) words. The LM including all the
RNNLM generated texts improve CER by 0.4% and ATWV
by 0.8 point (s4 in Table 1). Word-based RNNLMs keep
the same system vocabulary so do not impact the OOV. The
morph-based RNNLMs do not impact the OOV for Cantonese, probably due to the fact that the generated morphs
are actual words. Still the generated transcripts reduce the
perplexity, and they give marginal gain on CER and ATWV.
Character-RNNLMs generate useful word tokens by learning the text structure. The generated transcripts expand the
18.4K word vocabulary to 112.2K, and reduce the OOV rate
by 0.3% absolute (s3 in Table 1). It is interesting to note that
they gain 0.3 point on ATWV for OOV words that become
IV words (oov-iv in Table 1).
We obtain the best performance with RNNLMs generated
transcripts by combining the STT system outputs and the keyword hit lists (comb. b in Table 1). The combined system improves CER by 0.6% and ATWV by 1.5 points over the baseline system. At the STT system outputs, ROVER combines
the 1-best hypotheses [22]. The keyword hits are combined
based on the maximum of the raw scores, with score normalization applied to the combined list. However, there is a limitation of the gain from RNNLMs. Beyond a certain point,
5 https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/upload/KWS14-evalplan-v11.pdf

any improvements must result from a deeper understanding
of the text, or from using external data such as the MT generated transcripts. MT generated transcripts reduce OOV rate
by 0.7% absolute without significantly increasing the lexicon
size. They obtain 0.4 ATWV for OOV words that become IV
words (oov-iv in Table 1). They prove more effective than the
character-based RNNLM. We obtain 0.507 ATWV by using
Mandarin transcripts and the translated Cantonese transcripts,
and 0.519 ATWV when combining the systems (comb. c in
Table 1). It improves ATWV by 2.9 points over the baseline
system.
LM text

vocab

trs

Cantonese
Lithuanian
Igbo
Pashto
Javanese
Mongolian
Guarani
Amharic
Dholuo
Georgian

18.3K
28.3K
15.3K
12.5K
13.2K
20.9K
24.3K
31.4K
15.9K
30.4K

135
236
117
166
228
128
182
301
170
298

trs
+rnn-w
106
110
152
202
119
169
285
158
299

trs
+rnn-sw
110
115
162
224
121
177
300
166
-

trs
+mt
121
230
309

Table 2. LM perplexity on the development data of 10 limited
resourced languages. trs: train transcript, rnn-w/sw: RNNLM
generated transcripts using word/subword units; mt: MT generated transcripts. For Cantonese the rnn-sw transcripts are
generated by character based RNNLMs.

5. RESULTS ON 8 IARPA BABEL LANGUAGES
Table 2 compares the perplexity of the interpolated LMs with
the baseline back-off 3-grams on the train transcripts of 10
IARPA Babel languages. The interpolated LM with all the

LM text
Cantonese
Lithuanian
Igbo
Pashto
Javanese
Mongolian
Amharic
Georgian

trs+rnn-w
WER
-0.3
+0.1
-0.4
-0.9
-0.3
-0.2
-0.4
0.0

ATWV
+1.0
-0.1
+0.8
+2.2
+0.4
+0.5
+0.2
-0.1

trs
+rnn-sw
ATWV
+0.7
+0.1
+2.3
+0.6
+3.2
+1.5

trs+mt
WER
-0.4
-3.0
-

ATWV
+1.2
+5.9
-0.4
+0.2
+3.2
-

Table 3. Overall STT and KWS performance gain on 10
IARPA Babel limited resourced languages using LMs with
RNNLM and MT generated text data. WER: word error rate;
Cantonese uses character error rate (CER).

LM text
Cantonese
Lithuanian
Igbo
Pashto
Javanese
Mongolian
Amharic
Georgian

trs+rnn-w
WER
40.4
43.1
58.0
48.2
50.3
47.9
39.5
41.8

ATWV
0.495
0.568
0.289
0.366
0.395
0.458
0.607
0.574

trs
+rnn-sw
ATWV
0.497
0.282
0.414
0.459
0.637
0.590

trs+mt
WER
40.3
40.0
-

ATWV
0.502
0.628
0.277
0.346
0.485
-

Table 4. STT and KWS performance on 10 IARPA Babel
limited resourced languages using LMs with RNNLM and
MT generated text data. Cantonese uses CER.

6. CONCLUSIONS
RNNLM or MT generated text provides better vocabulary
coverage and reduces OOV rate. Combining the generated
word and subword transcripts obtains about 10% relative reduction in LM perplexity for most languages except Georgian. MT generated transcripts reduce LM perplexity for both
Cantonese and Lithuanian, but they do not get gain for Georgian.
For Georgian, we compare using 57 manually selected affixes using scholar-seeded knowledge, provided by IBM, with
the automatically determined n-gram subword units, and do
not get gain on LM perplexity. We also train Morfessor on
the train transcript with and without BBN and IBM web text
data, update the Morfessor vocabulary with the 57 manual affixes, and observe no gain with the generated morph-based
transcripts on Georgian.
Table 3 summarizes the overall performance chart of STT
and KWS systems using the RNNLM and MT generated text
data in LMs. Improvements over the baseline systems are language specific. We observe small gain from MT and RNNLM
generated transcripts on most languages, except for Georgian.
For Georgian, subword based RNNLM generated transcripts
improve ATWV by 1.5 points, though MT and word-based
RNNLM generated transcripts give no gain.
RNNLM generated word transcripts get the most gain for
Pashto STT and KWS results: WER reduces 0.9% absolute,
ATWV improves 2.2 points. RNNLM generated subword
transcripts get the most gain for Amharic KWS result: ATWV
improves 3.2 points. They also get 2.3 points ATWV gain on
Javanese, and 1.5 points on Georgian. We also observe small
gain from MT generated transcripts on several languages. MT
generated transcripts get the most gain on Lithuanian STT and
KWS results: WER reduces 3.0% absolute, ATWV improves
5.9 points. They also get 3.2 points ATWV gain on Mongolian, and 1.2 points on Cantonese. The detailed results are
given in Table 4.

Large amounts of in-domain text are required in order to train
accurate and robust n-gram language models. In this paper,
we investigate two techniques, recurrent neural networks and
machine translation models, for text data augmentation to improve language models of 10 IAPRA Babel languages with
low resources. We combine the advantages of word, subword,
morph, and character based RNNLMs to generate additional
text data. Word-based RNNLMs do not impact the OOV rate,
whereas the subword and character based RNNLMs can reduce the OOV rates. Machine translation method is also used
to translate English Fish and Mandarin CTS text data to the
target languages. We use the generated text data to augment
LMs for the 10 IAPRA Babel languages. The two techniques
are complementary to each other, where we obtain the best
results on Cantonese via system combination on the generated transcripts We observe small gain on STT and KWS
system performance for the other languages. The improvements vary across languages with both techniques. Wordbased RNNLMs generated transcripts get the most gain for
Pashto STT and KWS results. Subword-based RNNLMs generated transcripts get the most gain for Amharic KWS result.
MT generated transcripts get the most gain on Lithuanian
STT and KWS results.
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